
Freedom® NXT™

NEW
!

Generation NEXT Mini Tilt-in-Space Mobility

Freedom: for the littlest Kids
                              (and their best friends too)

Easy to adjust 
for growing kids

NEW height adjustable 
stroller push handles

Super 
lightweight 
yet strong 

& dependable

Frame widths as narrow as 10" and frame depths as short as 8"

NXT
Generation NEXT

™

Mini

Rigid 
model

Folding
model

Good things do come in small packages!
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What makes the  
Mini so mighty…

NXT Mini Specifications
Seat Frame Width: 
 Adjusts in width without parts from 10" to 12" in 1" increments  
Seat Frame Depth: 
 Adjusts in depth without parts from  8" to 12" in ½" increments     
Seat Frame Heights: 
 15" to 19" with various combinations of casters and wheels
Foot Plate Heights: 
 3" to 10" in ½" increments with various mounts or extensions
Height Adjustable Stroller /Push Handle: 
 Standard is 18" to 24" and tall is 20" to 26"
Tilt Range: 
 0° to 45° with ability to set max tilt angle at anything in between
Tilt Operations: 
 Dual hand lever, foot activated or combination hand  activated tilt, brake and  
 wheel lock system
Brake Operations: 
 Standard manual, foot activated, hand activated or combination hand activated  
 tilt, brake and wheel lock system
Rear Wheels: 
 12", 16" & 18" Mag and 16" & 18" Spoke
Front Casters: 
 3", 4", 5", 6" & 7" in various configurations
Rider Weight Capacity: 
 75 lbs.
Frame Transport Weight: 
 19 lbs. in its folded transport configuration
Frame Colors: 
 25 fun colors with seating upholstery to match

For Moms and Dads?
The NXT Mini is packed with features to make using a 
wheelchair safe and simple. Freedom Designs has the only 
attendant hand controlled combination tilt and braking 
system. This system controls the speed on un-level surfaces, 
helps turn the wheelchair, position the seat frame in and out 
of tilt and locks the wheels, all from the attendant’s location. 
Height adjustable stroller push handles fit the tallest moms and 
the shortest dads and when the frame is folded for transport, 
they fold down flat so the Mini fits into tiny little spaces. The 
anti-tippers are spring activated so that when pushing the 
wheelchair, they can be rotated forward under the frame and 
out of the way. For families on the go, the Mini folds into a 
super lightweight compact package that is easy to fold, lift and 
stow for travel. 

For little kids?
The NXT Mini is designed to fit the “little” kids more precisely. 
The seat depth adjusts 4" in ½" increments from only 8" to 
12." With Freedom Seating designed for “Toddlers”, the Mini 
can accommodate as little as a 5” seat depth. For accurate 
foot positioning, footrest heights can start at 3" from the top 
of the seat frame and adjust in ½" increments to 10" with a 
4" extension. The new flip back armrest is only 8.5" long to 
support little arms and we now have smaller foot plates for 
supporting little feet. 

 The Mini is 
designed with 
little people’s 

safety in mind


